7 Loop Hair style
by DANA

LEVEL: EXPERIENCED!

DANA of MiniatureART.com
Greetings and Welcome to another YEAR in
miniature dollmaking - 2017!
Sophie Sun is my live class sample for San
Francisco - September 2017.
In the LIVE CLASS, I will be teaching a simpler hairstyle, and full dressing, draping class.
THIS tutorial is simply showcasing the original 7 loop hairstyle which I won’t use in class.
VERY HARD! And ... honestly under all the
flowers - doesn’t show.
As always
Happy Creating!
DANA

CLASS HELD:

September 20th
info at
Champsshow.com
---------------------------www.miniatureart.com
DANA@Miniatureart.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/danamarieburton
----------------------------------------------MDL Owner: www.minidolllist.com
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CREDITS:
-Flowers by msmithwelch@yahoo.com
-FACE Mold by Stacy Hoffman
DOLL:
Painted, designed, wigged and dressed by
DANA of MiniatureART.com
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PREPERATION:

1. Place baggie around dressed doll to protect
while wigging.

BACK BUN:

1. Spread glue around scalp - (see photo for
placement). LEAVE front open for the upcoming *V* part.
2. Lay strip of SMOOTH viscose from nose to
neck.
3. Gently fold back and smooth down.
4. Lightly mist with water to smooth, and twist
into bun. I used pins to hold in place until the
glue dries.

LOOPS:

1. Take size 15 knitting needle and wrap a VERY
tight CURL.
2. Use flat iron - to clamp on rod, then turn,
clamp etc until flat iron has dried hair.
3. Slide curl off rod, and cut small piece off main
curl.
4. Tweezer one end (to hold) and lightly hairspray to hold shape. let dry.
5. Glue on two loops on bottom, one on top.
Repeat on other side.

WIDOW’s PEAK:

1. Glue down center of hair - right over raw
edges of loops that were glued.
2. Lay smooth strip of viscose on top and when
dry, flip to back. Gently shape *V* in front with
toothpick.
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3. Gather hair and roll around the large knitting
needle. Lightly hairspray to keep shape.
4. Put a dot of glue under curl to hold in place
on top of her head.
5. Now with corsage pin, press down center (see
photo) to make two halves.
Lastly - Decorate with flowers, pins, and accents
as you desire.
This hair, to get it smooth, flat and let dry - took
almost one entire day (for me!!).
And the disappointing part - after I put all the
gorgeous flowers on - you can’t see 90% of it!
SOOoOOooo Super difficult - but worth showing you new skills!
Big hug and HAPPY CREATING!
DANA
PS - the wiggingclub (Dolls with DANA) day
is the last monday of month. Check the www.
minidollU.com for updates on time and classes.
PSS - if you are not intermediate in wigging - I
would suggest starting on a different style to
work your way up to this.
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